
Number of shares: 250 to 499

BENEFIT:  2 x SEASON PASS with the GOPASS card
“2 x Season Pass“. The benefit can be used for skiing in resorts operated by the TMR a.s. company and in Špindlerův Mlýn,
Jěšted, Szczyrkowski Ośrodek Narciarski, Mölltaler & Ankogel and Muttereralm, and for swimming in the water park of
Tatralandia or the water park of Bešeňová (does not apply to the Celtic sauna world and the Harmónia wellness and spa
centre), i.e. can be used as Aqua Tickets. The tickets can be combined on one and the same day (skiing/cableways + water
park). In the summer season, the benefit can be used also at cableways specified in the general terms and conditions and in
Legendia – Slaskie Wesole Miasteczko.

The Shareholder 2x-Season Pass benefit can be used either in the winter season from the day of the benefit activation to
30/04/2022 (or to the end of the ski season), or in the summer season from 01/05/2022 to 30/10/2022, based on the
Shareholder’s choice.

Every shareholder can activate one season pass for themselves in the winter season and transfer the other season pass to
any subordinate member in their Gopass account. In such case, the shareholder cannot use the other season pass during the
2022 summer season anymore.

If the shareholder does not activate the 2 x Season Pass benefit in the winter season, they can activate the 2 x Season Pass
benefit in the summer season – one (1) season pass for themselves and the other pass for a subordinate person in their
account.

The benefit can be used by shareholders personally or it can be transferred to another person in their Gopass account. The
benefit must be transferred as a whole, it cannot be split (season pass = skiing + water park).

The benefit must be activated by individual shareholders in the “Discount centre“ of their Gopass account before arriving in
the respective resort. Once completed, the Gopass key card of the shareholder will be topped up with the benefit
automatically.

The benefit is personalised and issued specifically for individual shareholders. If transferred to a designated person, the
benefit is issued for the respective person. Shall the benefit be misused, it will be blocked and cannot be used anymore.
The TMR Shareholder‘s Club membership will be cancelled for the rest of the life of the respective shareholder in such
case.

For more information regarding the benefit validity please read:

TMR Shareholder‘s Club Terms & Conditions: www.tmr.sk/akcionarsky-klub/


